
G415/515 Earthquakes and Neotectonics

First, a few definitions:

• Gutenberg-Richter Distribution A model statistical distribution describing the number of earth-
quakes of each magnitude occurring in a given time interval. The form of the Gutenberg-Richter
distribution is such that earthquakes with larger magnitudes occur less frequently.

• Null Hypothesis A model for what to expect if the primary model is not true. In the case of the
Parkfield prediction, a reasonable null hypothesis is that Parkfield earthquakes behave randomly in
time and larger earthquakes are less frequent (i.e. follow a Gutenberg-Richter distribution).

• Poisson Distribution A statistical distribution that gives a probability of measuring a number of
events during a period of time assuming an overall average rate of events. The amount of junk mail in
your mailbox (per day), number of people in line at the supermarket (over time), and global earthquake
occurrence (over a time period) all follow Poisson distributions.

• Selection Bias A form statistical bias that involves inspecting a data set for visually interesting
patterns and then trying to describe their occurrence in isolation using statistics. This form of bias
is often subtle. Data set searching before describing your model amounts to choosing a non-random
sampling and thus standard statistical approaches will not yield valid results.

1. What hypothesis was used to predict the Parkfield earthquake?

2. What properties can be associated with characteristic earthquakes?

3. Which of these properties were specifically identified in the Bakun and Lindh prediction paper? Where
they clearly identified?

4. What is a seismic gap?

5. What do the authors see as the two most significant problems with interpreting the sequence of mag-
nitude 6’s as characteristic?

6. The characteristic earthquake model stipulates that most of the tectonic moment release occurs during
the characteristic earthquake. Do the magnitude 6’s at Parkfield fulfill this requirement?

7. An overarching theme of this paper is falsifiability. Why is this a necessary feature of a scientific model?


